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Challenge 

Purchasing multifamily 

properties with outdated or 

inefficient boilers and buildings 

containing heating systems too 

large for the space. 

Plan 

Investigate and analyze 

properties to determine right 

equipment and improve 

operating performance. 

Identify rebates or incentives. 

 

Results 

Analysis allows for an easy 

matching of upgrades or 

replacements with rebates from 

utility companies.  In one 

scenario, upfront cost was 

reduced by 80%! 

Princeton Enterprises, LLC, based in southeast Michigan, is a full-
service property management company specializing in purchasing 
and reinvigorating properties including commercial, medical, storage, 
and multifamily dwellings.  Princeton has expanded beyond 
Michigan’s borders, responsible for almost 80 properties and 
controlling over 14,500 units throughout seven states in the Midwest 
and Southeast.  

Princeton excels at turning around distressed assets in challenging 
rental markets and improving operating performance.  This approach 
has led to an important partnership with Performance Engineering 
Group (PEG).  Princeton Management’s growing inventory of 
multifamily properties includes inheriting outdated or inefficient 
boilers and some buildings contain heating systems simply too large 
for the space.  PEG approached Princeton Management with a plan to 
investigate and analyze each multifamily building’s heating 
equipment and present a customized plan for every building.  The 
investigation would include researching available rebates from the 
utility companies.   

Unlike some companies, PEG presented the analyses and plans 
without a commitment to purchase.  With Princeton’s ever-increasing 
inventory, PEG believed it was important to have a plan that could be 
utilized when funds were available or performance necessary as well 
as identify cost savings upfront from available utility rebates.  
According to Fabio Giske, Princeton’s Director of Facilities 
Management, that is always a win for his company.  Management 
companies do not always have the funds available to do everything at 
one time.  It is important to have a plan in place, therefore, if an 
emergency arises, the most efficient and effective solutions have 
already been identified.       
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Plan 
Lastly, PEG identified which utility 
company serviced each property 
and researched their available 
rebates. This process allows for a 
customized plan for equipment in 
every building before any work or 
even purchases happen.  These 
solutions were presented to 
Princeton without the expectation 
of equipment or service 
purchases. This system analysis 
allows for an easy matching of 
upgrades or replacements with 
rebates from utility companies.   

Performance Engineering Group 
(PEG) investigated Princeton’s 
multifamily properties to 
determine the right equipment 
to improve operating 
performance.  First, site visits to 
evaluate the existing heating 
systems occurred which allowed 
PEG and Princeton to identify 
the age and condition of the 
boilers. Secondly, utility bills 
were analyzed to understand 
energy consumption and costs.  
Next, heating loads were 
evaluated for each property.  

Success 

 In 2012, Princeton called 

upon PEG to replace 

boilers in four apartment 

buildings in southeast 

Michigan and one in the 

Capital area of the state.  

Prior to rebates, the 

equipment costs were 

almost $125,000; after 

rebates the upfront cost 

was reduced by an 

incredible 80%, with the 

bill coming in under 

$25,000.   

“This analysis helps save energy and allows us to budget for smart upgrades.” 

 

 
 

Business Energy Saving Rebates 

 After the assessment was completed, PEG produced a catalog of 
their boiler systems, recommendations for the current 
configuration, and a list of available, sizable rebates for every 
property.  Princeton, now equipped with a plan of action that they 
can use when funds are available or an emergency arises.  Giske 
testifies, “This analysis helps save energy and allows us to budget 
for smart upgrades.  Sure, we’re paying a little more now, but we 
can save thousands later, especially when PEG can secure rebates 
or incentives.  The latest project in Ohio was a great example.” 
 
In 2012, Princeton called upon PEG to replace boilers in four 
apartment buildings in southeast Michigan and one in the Capital 
area of the state.  Prior to rebates, the equipment costs were 
almost $125,000; after rebates the upfront cost was reduced by an 
incredible 80%, with the bill coming in under $25,000.  In 2013, 
four more apartment buildings were targeted.  The new, high-
efficiency chiller heat pumps were priced at over $270,000, but 
thanks to rebates again, a savings of 38% was captured bringing 
the upfront costs to under $170,000. 
 
Fabio Giske sees the partnership between Princeton and PEG not 
simply continuing, but “getting stronger.”  There are usually no 
pre-set solutions for systemic overhauls of heating and hot water 
systems, but through PEG’s evaluation process, they find the right 
fit that includes cost and efficiency, right-sizing and stewardship 
that advocates for the customer.  PEG continues its partnership 
with Princeton and is ready for when Princeton wants to 
implement another property solution. 
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